“The trouble with people is we get arthritis of the imagination.”

— Van France, Disney University Founder

CANDID. PASSIONATE. RELEVANT.

Doug Lipp is on a crusade to help organizations strengthen their corporate culture, boost performance, amplify employee morale, and unapologetically, have fun while doing it. Doug is one of the most trusted and respected business speakers and coaches in the world and is sought after for his expertise in helping organizations build adaptive, world-class service cultures that fuel growth and long-term success. Doug has established a career and shaped an industry around the idea that culture is the preeminent factor driving business success.

TRAILBLAZING NEW TERRITORY AT 29.

Doug Lipp was fast-tracked into management at Disney and instrumental in propelling its iconic culture forward. Doug also helped Disney open its first international theme park as a member of the Tokyo Disneyland start-up team. Doug’s celebrated talent catapulted him to lead the legendary Disney University training team at the Walt Disney corporate headquarters. He has been inspiring people from all over the globe with his deep understanding of how to build cultures of significance.

EVEN MONKEYS FALL FROM THE TREES: LEARN FROM MISTAKES & EMBRACE CHANGE

The best and the brightest make mistakes. However, the ability to learn from setbacks, then bounce back even stronger, is the hallmark of market leaders. Join Doug as he discusses Walt Disney’s unrivaled focus on creating one of the strongest teams of Dreamers and Doers in the world. “Change or Perish” defines the innovative Disney culture. Doug takes you behind-the-scenes to discover how Disney pushed through obstacles by relentlessly challenging the status quo in literally every corner of the company.

“Well had one foot in the past and one foot in the future.”
- Marty Sklar, Retired Vice Chairman, Walt Disney Imagineering

Is it time to bust wide open creativity in your organization? This is your opportunity to step back, gain perspective, build a winning game plan, and unleash the power of your employees.

BEYOND STUCK IN THE MIDDLE SEAT™: WELCOME CHANGE & TAKE CONTROL

What’s the worst place in an airplane? The middle seat! Why? You’re literally stuck in a rotten place, possibly for a long time, and you can’t do anything about it. Or can you? During this presentation, Doug uses the middle seat as a metaphor for what happens to all of us in life. How do you turn setbacks into opportunities for growth? When in a situation that you “can’t control,” what possible options do you have?

Join Doug for some fun as he addresses how to get unstuck and unleash the power to conquer “cirrhosis of the enthusiasm.”
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